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General Comment

I don't think the present legislation goes far enough to guarantee all Americans basic health care. We still are paying too much for a basic human right, and those who cannot afford care are suffering because of money. It's all about the money. We have become a heartless and barbaric culture that thinks nothing of bail outs and subsidies to oil (45 billion a year) and funding wars in countries where we pay mercenaries and buy the loyalty of politicians while our own people can't afford simple tests! It is beyond appalling, so anything that can be done in this sold out political climate is all we can hope for. Good luck. I shall avoid the "health" care system like a plague and, hopefully, die a death with dignity outside of its corrupt and dehumanizing walls. I'd like to leave my child something when I die, and those who need their Bahama trips, yachts and offshore bank accounts can go without my paltry contributions. Health care in America is a JOKE, and most of us can't afford to laugh!!